Upcoming ASL-Interpreted Performances

The Glass Menagerie
This performance is
ASL Interpreted.
American Sign Language Interpretation
is offered for select performances.
For more information about our
award-winning access services, visit

Steel Magnolias

A Christmas Carol

Friday, November 29 at 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, November 23 at 1 p.m.

Saturday, December 7 at 1 p.m.

Wednesday, December 4 at 7:30 p.m.

Twelfth Night

The Bacchae

Friday, March 13 at 7:30 p.m.

Friday, March 27 at 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, March 14 at 1 p.m.

Saturday, April 4 at 1 p.m.

www.guthrietheater.org/access.

Synopsis
Tom Wingfield conjures from memory his
family’s life in their St. Louis tenement
apartment during the depths of the
Depression. He holds a dead-end job at
a shoe warehouse while nursing dreams
of being a writer. His older sister Laura
has retreated from life’s harsher realities
to live in a world of old records and
glass figurines. Their mother Amanda
retains hope that her children will thrive
in a world that doesn’t appear to have
a place for them. Tension in the tiny
apartment mounts as Tom grows restless
and chafes under Amanda’s vigilant
attention. The arrival of Jim, a gentleman
caller for Laura, could be a door opening
for all of them or a disturbance that
finally shatters their fragile home.

SETTING
An apartment and alley in St. Louis.
The near and distant past.
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Character Signs

Meet the Interpreters
Sara Corliss, B.A.
Theatre Arts, RID
CI/CT, has been
interpreting in
the Twin Cities
area since 2002.
Her work at the
Guthrie includes: Watch on the Rhine,
Familiar and An Enemy of the People.
She is grateful to be working with this
classic and beautifully poetic production.

Tom

Laura

T on the forehead
Interpreted by Tammy

L along chin like “girl”
Interpreted by Tammy

Amanda

Jim

A on the chest
Interpreted by Sara

fingerspelled J-I-M
Interpreted by Sara

Meet the Sign Master
Jon Ainsworth is
a Deaf Twin Cities
native. He grew
up in the city’s
library system.
Armed with his
brothers’ library
cards and his
own, he checked out multiple books
and a total of 18 movies every week.
This embodied Jon’s profound passion
for theater, literature, cinema and
American pop culture. He studied
English literature and ran a student TV
production at Gallaudet University. He
is currently a grant manager at ASL
Interpreting Services. With that job, he
runs several programs that improve the
overall quality of communications for
the Deaf and hard of hearing people in
the state of Minnesota.

Tammy A. Hansen,
RID CI/CT, is
excited to be
working with the
Guthrie on
this gorgeous
production. She
has been interpreting locally for over
fifteen years and enjoys working with
various theatres and performing arts
organizations around the Twin Cities.

